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Order -> Purchase -> Invoice Flowchart
All investments

Actions.......

.....By

Definition and justification of need

Staff

What is needed and for what purpose

Yes, I agree with the justification, please continue

Site budgeted investments: Site Leader
Other: HQ Administration

Check with other Sites

Staff

Approval of need

Do you have a XXXX which you don't need?

Preliminary budget check

HQ Administration

Check to see if the budget allows a purchase

Quotations

Staff

Estimated value: < 10 000 SEK = 1 quotation, > 10 000 SEK =
min. 3 quotations from different suppliers

Quotation comparison and
chosen supplier - justification

Staff

XX has better.., but ZZ is more.., we choose ZZ because..

Authorisation

HQ Administration

Routines have been followed and order can be placed.
[Purchase Authorisation Signature]

Budget allocation

HQ Administration

Real-time control by HQ, and PO# given
[Budget Allocation Signature]

Placement of order

Staff

We order the following

Shipment received

Staff

ZZ received on date and it's according to order

Invoice control and certification

Site Leader or directly involved staff

Invoice correct and equipment received, it can be paid
[I Certify… signature on the invoice]

Note

Inventory Number

Staff

Equipment marked with inventory number
[The silver/grey label on the equipment and the
corresponding white one on the invoice (copy).
The invoice, or a copy of it is then sent to HQ Administration

Invoice passed for payment

HQ Administration *

Invoice and supp. doc's received, passed for payment
[Passed for payment signature(s) on the invoice]

Payment of Invoice

HQ Administration *

Payment on date

Note: Tangible recurrent items should also be marked using the inventory number system

* Other arrangement in Finland.

Headquarters
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EISCAT Scientific Association

Purchase Order No:

Will be filled in by HQ during
the budget allocation process

PURCHASE AUTHORISATION REQUEST and CONFIRMATION
Proposed Supplier

Request prepared by

Date

Type of work/equipment, comments, quantity, etc.

Cost for EISCAT

Country of origin:

Total

=

Estimated freight cost

+

Value added tax

+

Grand total in _________ (specify currency)

=

Grand total in SEK (will be filled in by HQ)
 VAT excluded and will be re-claimed

=

Budget Information, Authorisation and Inventory Number
Budget Heading:
 ESR

 HQ

 KIR

 SOD

 T-R

Signature

 T-H

Date

1) Purchase Authorisation
2) Budget Allocation by HQ

This document, together with all other supporting documents, must be attached to the resulting invoice(s). In
order to simplify the administration, please inform the supplier already when you place the order that “the
EISCAT reference is PO#....”. Please ensure that the routines in the Order -> Purchase -> Invoice Flowchart
are followed.

